
RIP Family
For speed, 

color performance, 
digital features

Express RIP

Highlights
●	 Adobe PostScript Language Level 3 compatible

●	 Native support for PDF 1.7, PDF/X-1a, PDF/X-3, PDF/X- 4, 
PDF/x-4p, PDF/X-5g, PDF/X-5pg

●	 Fully support HD photo, TIFF, JPEG & GIF files format

●	 In-RIP font emulation and support for CJK fonts 

●	 Raster and vector in-RIP trapping options

●	 Powerful color management system with enhanced white 
colorant and varnish

●	 High performance MultiRIP techonology with native 64 bit 
and multi-threaded support

●	 Seamless integration with Compose workflow and 
pressroom products

●	 CIP3 support generates ink key data automatically

●	 Multiple screening options

●	 Available under software licensing (dongle-less RIP)

The Express RIP offers performance, productivity and  
flexibility to prepress, workflow and modern day digital 
devices. It can seamlessly integrate with Compose’s 
workflow and output  solution. It is developed to  
provide you with an impressive line-up of advanced 
screening, trapping and colour management  
for increased efficiency. It’s the ideal RIP 
engine to use across all 
your prepress and
printing operations!
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Advanced Screening Technology 
Harlequin Cross Modulated (HXM), it merges the best aspects of 
stochastic and conventional screens giving smooth, noise-free flat 
tints while retaining fine detail in highlights and shadows. 
 Harlequin Precision Screening is an enhancement of conventional 
screening that mimimizes moiré between separations.
 Harlequin Dispersed Screening is a family of FM/stochastic 
screens, tailored for different types of reproduction and output 
device capabilities. It can be used for outputting using more than 
four process colorants. It is also available in five varieties of dot 
structures or “settings” to suit different types of output device.
 Other screens options available – HPS, EDS, HCS and HMS (please 
refer your dealer for more details).

Packaging and Label sector features
Many packaging and label jobs include die lines and other technical 
separations which often need to be printed for proofing, or for 
aligning prints and pre-cut media or post-print die cutting, these 
separations need to be removed from the raster for production 
printing; the latest Express RIP V11 can suppress technical 
separations and export to either PostScript or HPGL via an optional 
Harlequin Contour Processor (requires a license for Harlequin 
Display List Technology).

Preview page before printing
Able to preview jobs before printing saving time and media 
wastage. Separations can be viewed individually or together in 
full colour.

In-RIP trapping
Choice of vector and raster based in-RIP trapping options to 
automatically trap PostScript and PDF files as they are ripped.

CIP3
The CIP3 plug-in produces Print Production File (PPF) files in-RIP. 
This optional plug-in allows Express RIP to generate press specific 
ink key data automatically from the ripped files.

System Requirements
•  Windows 7 **  (requires SP1, excludes Starter edition, Windows 

Embedded 7)
•  Windows Server 2008 R2  (requires SP1, Standard Edition only, excludes 

Server Core configuration)
•  Windows 8.1 **  (requires SP1, excludes Windows RT, Windows 
Embedded 8.1)

•  Windows Server 2012 R2  (Standard Edition only, excludes Server Core 
configuration)

•  Windows 10 workstation  for RIP v11.0r1  release onwards only  (excludes 
Windows Mobile and Mobile Enterprise, embedded and  IoT Core)

** certain RIP v10  release can support 32-bit O/S
For recommended PC systems hardware please refer your dealer.

Features & Benefits
Support wide range of input files 
PostScript® Language Level 1, 2 and 3 specifications, native support 
for  PDF  1.7  through  to  PDF  1.0,  also  PDF/X-1a,  PDF/X-3,  PDF/X-4, 
PDF/X-4p, PDF/X-5g, PDF/X-5pg, TIFFT 6, TIFF-IT/P1 (optional), HD 
Photo,  JPEG,  GIF,  DCS1,  DCS2,  EPS,  JBIG2,  and  JDF  1.1a,  1.2,  1.3 
(optional).

Comprehensive range of output devices supported
Supports  over  200  output  devices  such  as  imagesetters, 
platesetters, large format inkjet plotters and laser printers from 
major manufacturers.

Colour management
Express RIP provides excellent colour control to ensure consistent, 
accurate and predictable colour reproduction. Users can create 
ICC profiles using ColorPro or can use pre-configured ICC profile 
plug-ins that Compose has developed for a variety of devices.

Overprints control for white and varnish
New configuration features to allow opaque white colorants or 
varnish to be overprinted correctly as your design intended i.e. 
colorants should never knock out specified colorants (such as 
varnish) or specific colorant (such as white or certain metallic) 
should never be knocked out by other colorants.

Forcing black knockout
The existing black overprint now comes with a new option to 
force pure black objects to knock out in order to improve legibility 
particularly in small text in digital presses.

Harlequin Parallel Pages (HPP)
HPP option allows the RIP to process one page while it’s still 
rendering the previous one. It greatly extends multi-threading 
support, allowing maximum use to be made of both workstation 
and server-grade multi-core CPUs.

Harlequin VariData (HVD)
HVD greatly accelerates the processing time of regular PDF files 
containing variable data including not only, PDF/VT files. HVD 
intelligently recognizes variable data and static backgrounds in 
personalized print, direct mail and transpromo jobs, thus greatly 
accelerates processing time of these complex variable data jobs. 
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